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'Evening Star' Seen
from Mars is Earth

(NASA/JPL) This view of the twilight sky
and Martian horizon taken by NASA's Curiosity
Mars rover includes Earth as the brightest
point of light in the night sky. Earth is a little
left of center in the image, and our moon is
just below Earth.
Researchers used the left eye camera of
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Curiosity's Mast Camera (Mastcam) to capture
this scene about 80 minutes after sunset on the
529th Martian day, or sol, of the rover's work
on Mars (January 31, 2014). The image has
been processed to remove effects of cosmic rays.
A human observer with normal vision, if
standing on Mars, could easily see Earth and
the moon as two distinct, bright "evening stars."
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, a division
of the California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, manages the Mars Science Laboratory
Project for NASA's Science Mission Directorate,
Washington. JPL designed and built the
project's Curiosity rover. Malin Space Science
Systems, San Diego, built and operates the
rover's Mastcam. f
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Centaurus A: A New
Look at an Old Friend
(NASA/CXC) Just weeks after NASA's
Chandra X-ray Observatory began operations
in 1999, the telescope pointed at Centaurus A
(Cen A, for short). This galaxy, at a distance
of about 12 million light years from Earth,
contains a gargantuan jet blasting away from
a central supermassive black hole.
Since then,
Chandra has
returned its
attention to
this galaxy,
each time
gathering more
data. And, like
an old family
photo that has
been digitally
restored, new
processing
techniques
are providing
astronomers
with a new
look at this old
galactic friend.
This new
image of Cen
A contains data
from observations, equivalent to over nine and
a half days worth of time, taken between 1999
and 2012. In this image, the lowest-energy
X-rays Chandra detects are in red, while the
medium-energy X-rays are green, and the
highest-energy ones are blue.
As in all of Chandra's images of Cen A, this
one shows the spectacular jet of outflowing
material, seen pointing from the middle to
onOrbit is made available to all K-12
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the upper left, that is generated by the giant
black hole at the galaxy's center. This new
high-energy snapshot of Cen A also highlights
a dust lane that wraps around the waist of the
galaxy. Astronomers think this feature is a
remnant of a collision that Cen A experienced
with a smaller galaxy millions of years ago.
The data housed in Chandra's extensive
archive on Cen A provide a rich resource
for a wide range of scientific investigations.
For example, researchers published findings
in 2013 on
the point-like
X-ray sources
in Cen A.
Most of these
sources are
systems where
a compact
object, either
a black hole
or a neutron
star, is pulling
gas from an
orbiting
co m p a n i o n
star. These
compact
objects form
by the collapse
of massive
stars, w ith
black holes
resulting from heavier stars than neutron stars.
The results suggested that nearly all of the
compact objects had masses that fell into
two categories: either less than twice that of
the Sun, or more than five times as massive
as the Sun. These two groups correspond to
neutron stars and black holes.
This mass gap may tell us about the way
massive stars explode. Scientists expect an
upper limit on the most massive neutron
stars, up to twice the mass of the Sun. What
is puzzling is that the smallest black holes
appear to weigh in at about five times the
mass of the Sun. Stars are observed to have a
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continual range of masses, and so in terms of
their progeny's weight we would expect black
holes to carry on where neutron stars left off.
Although this mass gap between neutron
stars and black holes has been seen in our
galaxy, the Milky Way, this new Cen A result
provides the first hints that the gap occurs in
more distant galaxies. If it turns out to be
ubiquitous, it may mean that a special, rapid
type of stellar collapse is required in some
supernova explosions.
The results described here were published in
the The Astrophysical Journal and are available
online. Mark Burke led the work when he was
at the University of Birmingham in the UK
and he is now at L'Institut de Recherche en
Astrophysique et Planetologie in Toulouse,
France. NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center in
Huntsville,Ala., manages the Chandra program
for NASA's Science Mission Directorate in
Washington. The Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory in Cambridge, Mass., controls
Chandra's science and flight operations. f

Kepler Finds a Very
Wobbly Planet
(NASA/STScI) Imagine living on a planet
with seasons so erratic you would hardly know
what to wear: Bermuda shorts or a heavy
overcoat! That's the situation on a weird,
wobbly world found by NASA's planet-hunting
Kepler space telescope.
The planet, designated Kepler-413b, is located
2,300 light-years away in the constellation
Cygnus. It circles a close pair of orange and
red dwarf stars every 66 days.
But what makes this planet very unusual is
that it wobbles, or precesses, wildly on its spin
axis, much like a child's top. The tilt of the
spin axis of the planet can vary by as much
as 30° over 11 years, leading to the rapid and
erratic changes in seasons. Contrast this to
the Earth's rotational precession, 23.5° over
26,000 years. The fact that this far-off planet
is precessing on a human timescale is simply
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amazing, say researchers.
Chances are you really wouldn't be wondering
what to wear on this planet because it's a bit
too warm for life as we know it. It orbits
slightly closer to the stars than the inner edge
of the system's habitable zone, a region where
temperatures allow for liquid water to exist.
It's also a giant gas planet of about 65 Earth
masses, a super-Neptune, so it is uninhabitable.
The planet's orbit is unusual in that it is
tilted 2.5° with respect to the plane of the
binary star's orbit. Over an 11-year period,
the planet's orbit too would appear to wobble
as it circles around the star pair.
Astronomers using Kepler discovered this
characteristic when they found an unusual
pattern of transits for Kepler-413b. Normally,
transiting planets are seen passing in front of
their parent stars like clockwork. Kepler finds
such planets by noticing the dimming of the
parent star, or in this case, stars, as the planet
travels in front of one of them.
"What we see in the Kepler data over 1,500
days is three transits in the first 180 days (one
transit every 66 days), then we had 800 days
with no transits at all," explained Veselin Kostov,
the principal investigator on the observation.
"After that, we saw five more transits in a row."
The next transit is not predicted to occur
until 2020. This is due not only to the orbital
wobble, but also to the small diameters of the
stars and the fact that the orbital plane of the
stars is not exactly edge-on to our line of sight.
It just so happened that the astronomers caught
the planet while it was transiting.
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Because of the orbital wobble, the orbit
continuously moves up or down relative to
our view. This change is large enough that
sometimes it misses passing in front of the
stars, as seen from Earth.
To understand the complicated motions of
this planet, imagine a bicycle wheel lying on
its side. Spin the wheel while it is lying on
the ground, and it will wobble. This is like
the orbit of the planet. Now imagine putting
a spinning top on the rim of the horizontal,
spinning wheel. This is like the wobbling
motion of the planet's rotational precession.
Astronomers are still trying to explain why
this planet is out of alignment with its stars.
There could be other planetary bodies in the
system that tilted the orbit. Or, it could be that
a third star nearby that is a visual companion
may actually be gravitationally bound to the
system and exerting an influence.
"Presumably there are planets out there
like this one that we're not seeing because
we're in the unfavorable period," said Peter
McCullough, a team member from STScI and
JHU. "And that's one of the things that Veselin
is researching: Is there a silent majority of
things that we're not seeing?"
The team's results appeared in the January
29 issue of The Astrophysical Journal.
NASA's Ames Research Center at Moffett
Field, Calif., is responsible for the Kepler
mission concept, ground system development,
mission operations and science data analysis.
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory managed
Kepler mission development. Ball Aerospace
and Technologies Corp. developed the Kepler
flight system and supports mission operations
with the Laboratory for Atmospheric and
Space Physics at the University of Colorado in
Boulder. The Space Telescope Science Institute
(STScI) archives, hosts, and distributes Kepler
science data. STScI is operated for NASA by
the Association of Universities for Research
in Astronomy, Inc. Kepler is NASA's 10th
Discovery mission and was funded by the
agency's Science Mission Directorate. f
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Hubble Helps Solve
Mystery of UltraCompact, Burned-Out
Galaxies
(NASA/STScI) Astronomers combining the
power of the Hubble Space Telescope, Spitzer
and Herschel infrared space telescopes, and
ground-based telescopes have assembled a
coherent picture of the formation history of
the most massive galaxies in the universe, from
their initial burst of violent star formation
through their appearance as high stellar-density
galaxy cores and to their ultimate destiny as
giant ellipticals.
This solves a decade-long mystery as to
how compact elliptical-shaped galaxies that
existed when the universe was only 3 billion
years old, or one-quarter of its current age of
13.8 billion years, already had completed star
formation. These compact ellipticals have
now been definitively linked directly to an
earlier population of dusty starburst galaxies
that voraciously used up available gas for
star formation very quickly. Then they grew
slowly through merging as the star formation
in them was quenched, and they eventually
became giant elliptical galaxies.
"This is the first time anybody has put
together a representative spectroscopic sample
of ultra-compact, burned-out galaxies with the
high quality of infrared imaging of Hubble,"
said Sune Toft of the Dark Cosmology Center
at the Niels Bohr Institute in Copenhagen.
"We at last show how these compact galaxies
can form, how it happened, and when it
happened," Toft added. "This basically is the
missing piece in the understanding of how
the most massive galaxies formed, and how
they evolved into the giant ellipticals of today.
This had been a great mystery for many years
because just 3 billion years after the big bang
we see that half of the most massive galaxies
have already completed their star formation."
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Even more surprising, said Toft, is that
these massive, burned-out galaxies were once
extremely compact, compared to similar
elliptical galaxies seen today in the nearby
universe. This means that stars had to be
crammed together 10 to 100 times more densely
than seen in galaxies today. "It's comparable
to the densities of stars in globular clusters,
but on the larger scale of a galaxy," said Toft.
In tying together an evolutionary sequence for
these compact massive galaxies, Toft identified
their progenitors as highly dust-obscured
galaxies undergoing rapid star formation at
rates that are thousands of times faster than
in our Milky Way galaxy. Starbursts in these
galaxies are likely ignited when two gas-rich
galaxies collided. These galaxies are so dusty that
they are almost invisible at optical wavelengths,
but are bright at submillimeter wavelengths,
where they were first identified nearly two
decades ago by the SCUBA (Submillimeter
Common-User Bolometer Array) camera on
the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope in Hawaii.
Toft's team assembled, for the first time,
representative samples of the two galaxy
populations using the rich dataset in Hubble's
COSMOS (Cosmic Evolution Survey) program.
They constructed the first representative
sample of compact quiescent galaxies with
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accurate sizes and distances (spectroscopic
redshifts) measured from the Hubble Space
Telescope's CANDELS (Cosmic Assembly NearInfrared Deep Extragalactic Legacy Survey)
and 3D-HST programs. 3D-HST is a nearinfrared Hubble spectroscopic survey to study
the physical processes that shape galaxies in the
distant universe. The astronomers combined
these data with observations from the Subaru
telescope in Hawaii and NASA's Spitzer Space
Telescope. This allowed for accurate stellar
age estimates, from which they concluded
that galaxies formed in intense starbursts 1
billion to 2 billion years earlier, in the very
early universe.
The team then made the first representative
sample of the most distant submillimeter
galaxies using the rich COSMOS data from the
Hubble, Spitzer, and Herschel space telescopes,

The Astronomical
Society of Nevada

The ASN normally meets on the 2nd
Tuesday of each month at 6:30 pm at
the Fleischmann Planetarium.
Call 775-324-4814 for information.
http://www.astronomynv.org/
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and ground-based telescopes
such as Subaru, the James
Clerk Maxwell Telescope, and
the Submillimeter Array. This
multi-spectral information,
stretching from optical
light through submillimeter
wavelengths, yielded a full suite
of information about the sizes,
stellar masses, star-formation
rates, dust content, and precise
distances of the dust-enshrouded galaxies
present early on in the universe.
When Toft's team compared the samples of
these two galaxy populations, they discovered a
link between the compact elliptical galaxies and
the submillimeter galaxies observed 1 billion
to 2 billion years earlier. The observations
show that the violent starburst activity in the
earlier galaxies had the same characteristics that
would have been predicted for progenitors to
the compact elliptical galaxies. The team also
calculated that the intense starburst activity
only lasted about 40 million years before the
interstellar gas supply was exhausted. f

far-more-distant background objects. By
combining Hubble and Spitzer data, these
astrophysicists have determined the properties
of this young galaxy with a better precision
than previous studies of other samples at
similar cosmic epochs. This galaxy, named
Abell2744_Y1, is about 30 times smaller than
our galaxy, the Milky Way, but is producing
at least 10 times more stars. From Earth,
this galaxy is seen as it was 650 million years
after the big bang. It is one of the brightest
galaxies discovered at such a lookback time,
say researchers. This study provides new
constraints on the density and properties of
the galaxies in the early universe. These results
are accepted for publication in the scientific
journal Astronomy and Astrophysics Letters.
In addition to the Instituto de Astrofisica
de Canarias (IAC) and La Laguna University
(ULL), the team is composed of researchers
from France (Institut de Recherche en
Astrophysique et Planétologie and Centre de
Recherche Astrophysique de Lyon), Switzerland
(NASA/STScI/IAC) An international team (Geneva University and Ecole Polytechnique
led by astronomers from the Instituto de Federal de Lausanne), and the United States
Astrofisica de Canarias (IAC) and La Laguna (University of Arizona). f
University (ULL) has just released the first
analysis of the observations of the Abell 2744
cluster of galaxies, a coordinated program
of the Hubble and Spitzer space telescopes.
They have discovered one of the most distant
galaxies known to date, which clearly shows
Meets on the 1st Thursday of each
the potential of the multi-year Frontier Fields
month at 7:30 pm in The Planetarium.
project. The project uses a phenomenon called
Call 702-561-7469 for information.
"gravitational lensing" where select foreground
http://www.lvastronomy.com/
galaxy clusters amplify the faint light from

Space Telescopes
Find One of the
Youngest Galaxies in
the Universe

The Las Vegas
Astronomical Society
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Curiosity Mars Rover
Crosses Dune
(NASA/JPL) This view combines several
frames taken by the Mast Camera (Mastcam)
on NASA's Mars rover Curiosity, looking into
a valley to the west from the eastern side of
a dune at the eastern end of the valley. The
team operating Curiosity chose this valley as
a likely route toward mid-term and long-term
science destinations. The foreground dune,
at a location called "Dingo Gap," is about 3
feet high in the middle and tapered at south
and north ends onto low scarps on either
side of the gap.
The component images were taken by
Mastcam's left-eye camera during early
afternoon, local solar time, of the 528th
Martian day, or sol, of Curiosity's work on
Mars (January 30, 2014). The center of the
view is about 10° south of straight west. The
left edge is about 20° west of straight south.
The right edge is northwest. The largest of
the dark rocks on the sand in the right half
of the scene are about 2 feet across.
The image has been white-balanced to show
what the rocks would look like if they were
on Earth.
NASA's Curiosity Mars rover has crossed
a dune that stands across a gateway to a
southwestward route favored by the rover
team for driving to future science destinations.
After reaching the west side of the 3-foottall dune in February, the rover looked back
at its tracks down the western slope. A raw
image of the rover's tracks over the dune is
on the next page.
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The Astronomy
Store
The CSN Planetarium
open 5 pm to 9 pm Friday
& 3 pm to 9 pm Saturday
The Astronomy Store features items
for sale that are of interest to the patrons
of The Planetarium. We carry a wide
variety of novelties, toys and observing
aids with a space or astronomical theme.
When patrons obtain their tickets to
planetarium shows, they can also purchase
a variety of astronomically oriented items.
Friends of The Planetarium receive a 10%
discount.
The dune sits between low scarps at "Dingo
Gap" inside Mars' Gale Crater. Once Curiosity
had passed through the gap, engineers
and scientists planned to direct the mobile
laboratory toward a location of interest where
different rock types intersect. That was a
candidate site for next use of the rover's drill.
Beyond that, the drive will continue toward
the mission's long-term science destination
on lower slopes of Mount Sharp, in the middle
of the crater.
The team operating NASA's Curiosity Mars
rover planned to drive the rover westward over
a dune and across a valley with fewer sharp
rock hazards than alternative routes.
A final decision on whether to pass through
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this valley was based on an evaluation of a short
drive planned and conducted toward the top
of the dune that lay across "Dingo Gap." The
dune is about 3 feet high at its center, tapered
off at both sides of the gap between two low
scarps. A color view assembled from images
taken by Curiosity's Mast Camera (Mastcam)
on the east side of the dune shows details of
the valley that the rover planned traverse in
February.
NASA's Mars Science Laboratory Project
is using Curiosity to assess ancient habitable
environments and major changes in Martian
environmental conditions. JPL, a division
of the California Institute of Technology in
Pasadena, built the rover and manages the
project for NASA's Science Mission Directorate
in Washington. f

Opportunity at 10
(NASA/JPL) New findings from rock
samples collected and examined by NASA's
Mars Exploration Rover Opportunity have
confirmed an ancient wet environment that
was milder and older than the acidic and
oxidizing conditions told by rocks the rover
examined previously.
In the January 24 edition of the journal
Science, Opportunity Deputy Principal
Investigator Ray Arvidson, a professor at
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Washington University in St. Louis, writes
in detail about the discoveries made by the
rover and how these discoveries have shaped
our knowledge of the planet. According to
Arvidson and others on the team, the latest
evidence from Opportunity is landmark.
"These rocks are older than any we examined
earlier in the mission, and they reveal more
favorable conditions for microbial life than any
evidence previously examined by investigations
with Opportunity," said Arvidson.
While the Opportunity team celebrates the
rover's 10th anniversary on Mars, they also
look forward to what discoveries lie ahead
and how a better understanding of Mars will
help advance plans for human missions to the
planet in the 2030s.
Opportunity's original mission was to last
only three months. On the day of its 10th
anniversary on the Red Planet, Opportunity
is examining the rim of the Endeavour Crater.
It has driven 24 miles from where it landed on
January 24, 2004. The site is about halfway
around the planet from NASA's latest Mars
rover, Curiosity.
To find rocks for examination, the rover
team at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in
Pasadena, Calif., steered Opportunity in a loop,
scanning the ground for promising rocks in an
area of Endeavour's rim called Matijevic Hill.
The search was guided by a mineral-mapping
instrument on NASA's Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter (MRO), which did not arrive at Mars
until 2006, long after Opportunity's mission
was expected to end.
Beginning in 2010, the mapping instrument,
called the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging
Spectrometer for Mars, detected evidence on
Matijevic Hill of a clay mineral known as ironrich smectite. The Opportunity team set a goal
to examine this mineral in its natural context,
where it is found, how it is situated with respect
to other minerals and the area's geological
layers, a valuable method for gathering more
information about this ancient environment.
Researchers believe the wet conditions that
produced the iron-rich smectite preceded
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Friends of The
CSN Planetarium

Be a Star in Our Sky
onOrbit is made possible, in part,
by donations from the Friends of The
Planetarium. Anyone can become a Friend
by sending an annual donation of $25.00
or more (checks made payable to: CSN
Foundation, Inc.) to:

the formation of the Endeavor Crater about
4 billion years ago.
"The more we explore Mars, the more
interesting it becomes. These latest findings
present yet another kind of gift that just
happens to coincide with Opportunity's 10th
anniversary on Mars," said Michael Meyer,
lead scientist for NASA's Mars Exploration
Program. "We're finding more places where
Mars reveals a warmer and wetter planet in
its history. This gives us greater incentive to
continue seeking evidence of past life on Mars."
Opportunity has not experienced much
change in health in the past year, and the
vehicle remains a capable research partner for
the team of scientists and engineers who plot
each day's activities to be carried out on Mars.
"We're looking at the legacy of Opportunity's
first decade this week, but there's more good
stuff ahead," said Steve Squyres of Cornell
University, Ithaca, N.Y., the mission's principal
investigator. "We are examining a rock right
in front of the rover that is unlike anything
we've seen before. Mars keeps surprising us,
just like in the very first week of the mission."
JPL manages the Mars Exploration
Rover Project for NASA's Science Mission
Directorate in Washington. Opportunity's
twin, Spirit, which worked for six years, and
their successor, Curiosity, also contributed
valuable information about the diverse watery
environments of ancient Mars, from hot springs
to flowing streams. NASA's Mars orbiters

The Planetarium - S1A
College of Southern Nevada
3200 E. Cheyenne Avenue
North Las Vegas, NV 89030
Benefits:
•Receive onOrbit each month.
•Discount admission to all shows.
•10% discount in the Astronomy Store.
•Screen credit in prologue presentations
prior to each public performance:
Star ($25) - three months credit.
Nova ($50) - six months credit, discount
		
admission for Friend & family.
Supernova ($100) - year credit, free
		
admission for Friend & discount
		
admission for family.
Star Cluster ($200) - year large credit, free
		
admission for Friend & family.
Galaxy ($500) - year large credit, free
		
admission for Friend & all guests.
Odyssey and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter
study the whole planet and assist the rovers.
"Over the past decade, Mars rovers have
made the Red Planet our workplace, our
neighborhood," said John Callas, manager of
NASA's Mars Exploration Rover Project, which
built and operates Opportunity. "The longevity
and the distances driven are remarkable. But
even more important are the discoveries that
are made and the generation that has been
inspired." f
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Extreme Power of
Black Hole Revealed
(NASA/CXC) Astronomers have used
NASA's Chandra X-ray Observatory and a
suite of other telescopes to reveal one of the
most powerful black holes known. The black
hole has created enormous structures in the
hot gas surrounding it and prevented trillions
of stars from forming.
The black hole is in a galaxy cluster named
RX J1532.9+3021 (RX J1532 for short), located
about 3.9 billion light years from Earth. The
image here is a composite of X-ray data from
Chandra revealing hot gas in the cluster in
purple and optical data from the Hubble Space
Telescope showing galaxies in yellow. The
cluster is very bright in X-rays implying that
it is extremely massive, with a mass about a
thousand trillion, times that of the sun. At
the center of the cluster is a large elliptical
galaxy containing the supermassive black hole.
The large amount of hot gas near the center of
the cluster presents a puzzle. Hot gas glowing
with X-rays should cool, and the dense gas in
the center of the cluster should cool the fastest.
The pressure in this cool central gas is then
expected to drop, causing gas further out to
sink in towards the galaxy, forming trillions
of stars along the way. However, astronomers
have found no such evidence for this burst
of stars forming at the center of this cluster.
This problem has been noted in many galaxy
clusters but RX J1532 is an extreme case,
where the cooling of gas should be especially
dramatic because of the high density of gas
near the center. Out of the thousands of
clusters known to date, less than a dozen are
as extreme as RX J1532.
What is stopping large numbers of stars from
forming in RX J1532? Images from the Chandra
X-ray Observatory and the NSF's Jansky Very
Large Array (VLA) have provided an answer
to this question. The X-ray image shows two
large cavities in the hot gas on either side of
the central galaxy. The Chandra image has

been specially processed to emphasize the
cavities. Both cavities are aligned with jets seen
in radio images from the VLA. The location
of the supermassive black hole between the
cavities is strong evidence that the supersonic
jets generated by the black hole have drilled
into the hot gas and pushed it aside, forming
the cavities.
Shock fronts, akin to sonic booms, caused
by the expanding cavities and the release of
energy by sound waves reverberating through
the hot gas provide a source of heat that
prevents most of the gas from cooling and
forming new stars.
The cavities are each about 100,000 light
years across, roughly equal to the width of
the Milky Way galaxy. The power needed to
generate them is among the largest known in
galaxy clusters.
Although the energy to power the jets must
have been generated by matter falling toward
the black hole, no X-ray emission has been
detected from infalling material. This result can
be explained if the black hole is "ultramassive"
rather than supermassive, with a mass more
than 10 billion times that of the sun.
Another possible explanation is that the black
hole has a mass only about a billion times that
of the sun but is spinning extremely rapidly.
Such a black hole can produce more powerful
jets than a slowly spinning black hole when
consuming the same amount of matter. In
both explanations the black hole is extremely
massive. f
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Month in
History
April
1: The first US weather satellite, Tiros I, was
launched this day in 1960.
2: The first photograph of the sun was taken
by the French physicists Louis Fizeau and
Jean Foulcault on this date in 1845 using
the Daguerre method.
3: Luna 10, launched by the USSR, became
the first craft to orbit the moon in 1966.
6: Intelsat I, nicknamed Early Bird, was the first
commercial communications satellite to be
placed in a geosynchronous orbit in 1965.
6: The Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF)
launched aboard shuttle flight STS-41C in
1984 to study the effect exposure various
materials to the space environment over
extended time periods.
9: NASA announced the selection of the
original seven Mercury astronauts in 1959.
11: The Solar Maximum Mission (SolarMax)
was intercepted in orbit by the Space Shuttle
Challenger to become the first satellite to
be repaired in orbit in 1984.
11: Apollo 13 was launched on this date in 1970.
Due to a failure in the Service Module, it
traveled around the moon but was unable
to land there.
12: Yuri Gagarin became the first person to
orbit the earth aboard the Vostok 1 in 1961.
He traveled once around the earth during
a 108 minute flight.
12: Columbia, piloted by John Young and
Robert Crippen, became the first reusable
spacecraft to orbit the earth in 1981. The
two day mission was on the 20th anniversary
of Gagarin’s first space flight.
14: Christiaan Huygens, the first to recognize
the true nature of Saturn’s rings (in 1655),
was born this date in 1629.
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14: Armand Spitz, creator of the first
inexpensive planetarium for schools (in
1947) died at age 66 in 1971.
16: Wilbur Wright, co-inventor of the first
practical heavier-than-air craft, was born
in 1867.
16: First launch of a captured V-2 rocket from
White Sands Proving Ground in 1946.
18: Salyut 1, the first space station was launched
on a Proton booster by the USSR in 1971.
20: The first flight by a “rocket belt” occurred
on this date in 1961.
23: The first manned docking with a space
station occurred on this date in 1971 (see
April 18 above). Cosmonauts Shatalov,
Yeliseyev and Rukavishnikov rode Soyuz 10
to rendezvous with the new space station.
While they docked with the station 15H
hours into the mission, they did not enter
the station. After being docked for over 5
hours, the cosmonauts separated from the
Salyut 1 and returned to earth after less
than two days in space.
24: Jeanne Baret became the first woman to
circumnavigate the earth in 1769.
24: Vladimir Komarov became the first person
to die on a space mission in the Soyuz 1
accident in 1967. The parachute tangled
on reentry and the vehicle crashed.
24: China became the fifth nation to launch
an artificial satellite in 1970.
25: In 1990 the crew of the Space Shuttle
Discovery (STS-31) deployed the Hubble
Space Telescope.
26: Ariel 1, built in the UK became the first
international satellite when launched by a
US booster in 1962. f

Take a Field Trip to
a Planetarium

Shows available for all grade levels
are offered Monday thru Friday at
both the Fleischmann Planetarium
and the CSN Planetarium.
For information, call 702-651-4505 in
Las Vegas or 775-784-4812 in Reno.
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April

Dwarf Planets. (At mid-month - 15th)

Planet
Constellation
Transit
Pluto
Sagittarius
6:04 am (34°)
Ceres
Virgo
1:04 am (57°)
Eris
Cetus
12:47 pm (51°)
MakeMake Coma Berenices 11:51 pm (81°)
All times are Pacific Daylight time. Rise and Haumea Boötes
1:06 am (72°)
set times are for the astronomical horizon at
All Dwarf Planets require a telescope. Ceres
Las Vegas or Reno as noted.
is visible through most amateur telescopes.
Pluto usually requires a telescope of at least
The Planets
12" diameter. Dwarf planets beyond the orbit
Mercury. Mercury is visible in the morning of Neptune can also be referred to as Plutoids.
sky rising before the sun at the beginning Eris ("EE-ris"), MakeMake (mah-keh-mahof the month. Superior conjunction on keh) and Haumea, like most Plutoids, require a
the far side of the sun occurs on April 25. professional sized telescope. Transit times and
Mercury will return to the evening sky by altitudes (from Las Vegas) are when the object
the middle of May.
is at its highest in the southern sky. Each will
appear slightly lower in the sky from Reno. f
Venus. Venus is visible in the morning sky
rising before the sun. Greatest western
The Moon
elongation (47°) occurred on March 22.
Each day the moon rises about one hour
Venus will remain in the morning sky
later than the day before. The New Moon (not
through August.
visible) is in the direction of the sun and rises
Mars. Mars, in Virgo, is rising in the early and sets with the sun. The first quarter moon
evening. Opposition will occur on April 8 rises at about noon and sets near midnight.
when Mars will be rising at sunset. This is The full moon is opposite the sun in the sky
when Mars is closest to the earth and best and rises at sunset and sets at sunrise. The
situated for telescope viewing.
last quarter moon rises near midnight and
sets near noon. Perigee is when the moon is
Jupiter. Jupiter, in Gemini, is high in the south closest to the earth and apogee is when it is
in the early evening. The first quarter moon farthest. The distance varies by ±6% from
is south of Jupiter on the evening of April 7. the average.
Saturn. Saturn, in Libra, is rising before
New Moon Mar. 30 11:45 am pdt
midnight. The waning gibbous moon
First quarter Apr. 7
1:31 am
rises to the right of Saturn on the evening
Full Moon
Apr. 15 12:42 am
of April 16.
Last quarter Apr. 22 12:52 am
New Moon Apr. 28 11:14 pm
Uranus. Uranus, in Pisces, is too close in
direction to the sun to be visible this month.
Perigee
Mar. 27 11:31 am pdt
Conjunction on the far side of the sun
Apogee
Apr. 8
7:53 am
occurs on April 2. Uranus will be visible
Perigee
Apr. 22
5:28 pm
in the morning sky in May.
There will be a total lunar eclipse visible
Neptune. Neptune, in Aquarius, rises shortly from the Americas on the night of April 14before the sun. Look for it less than 1° 15. The partial phase will begin at 10:58 pm.
south of Venus on the morning of April 12. Totality will be from 12:06 am until 1:25 am.
The final partial phase will end at 2:33 am. f
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2014
The Sun

Date
Apr. 1
Apr. 4
Apr. 7
Apr. 10
Apr. 13
Apr. 16
Apr. 19
Apr. 22
Apr. 25
Apr. 28
Apr. 30

Las Vegas

Sunrise
6:27 am pdt
6:22
6:18
6:14
6:10
6:06
6:02
5:58
5:55
5:51
5:49

Sunset
7:03 pm pdt
7:05
7:08
7:10
7:13
7:15
7:18
7:20
7:23
7:26
7:27
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The Sun

Day
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.
Wed.

Terminology
When describing the positions of the planets
with respect to the earth, there are several
terms that are commonly used.
When a planet is in the same direction in the
sky as the sun, it is said to be in conjunction. If
we could see it amongst the glare of the sun,
we would see it “in conjunction” with the sun
in the sky. Conjunction is the worst time to
try to see a planet in the sky.
For the planets Mercury and Venus, there are
two possible conjunctions. Inferior conjunction
occurs when the planet passes between the
earth and sun. Superior conjunction occurs
when the planet passes on the far side of the
sun. The terms inferior and superior refer
only to the relative distance from the earth.
It is possible for Mercury or Venus to pass
directly in front of the sun when at inferior
conjunction. Because the orbits of these
planets are tilted a bit with respect to the orbit
of the earth, these events are rare. This type
of event is called a transit. The last transit of
Mercury was in November 2006. The next
transit will be on May 9, 2016.
The last transit for the planet Venus was
June 6, 2012. The next will be in December
2117. Venus transits occur in pairs that are 8
years apart, but the pairs are separated from
each other by nearly 125 years.

Date
Apr. 1
Apr. 4
Apr. 7
Apr. 10
Apr. 13
Apr. 16
Apr. 19
Apr. 22
Apr. 25
Apr. 28
Apr. 30

Reno

Sunrise
6:43 am pdt
6:39
6:34
6:29
6:25
6:20
6:16
6:12
6:08
6:04
6:01

Sunset
7:23 pm pdt
7:26
7:29
7:32
7:35
7:38
7:41
7:44
7:47
7:50
7:52

Day
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.
Wed.

For the rest of the planets, there can only
be one conjunction on the far side of the
sun. These planets can never pass between
the earth and sun.
The term opposition is used to describe the
condition when the planet is opposite the
sun in the sky as seen from the earth. When
a planet is in opposition, it rises when the sun
sets and sets when the sun rises. It is in the
sky all night long. Opposition is also when
a planet is closest to the earth. This provides
the optimum time to view the planet.
Of the brighter planets, Mars will be at
opposition on April 8, 2014. Mars oppositions
are separated by about 26 months. Jupiter was
at opposition in January 5, 2014. Saturn will
be at opposition on May 10 this year.
Mercury and Venus can never be in opposition
because they are always closer to the sun than
the earth. These two planets oscillate back
and forth with respect to the sun. They are
sometimes visible in the morning sky and at
other times in the evening sky.
The angle of a planet from the sun is called
the elongation for the planet. The greatest
elongation for Venus is about 47° (either east
or west of the sun). Because of its elliptical
orbit, Mercury's greatest elongations can vary
from 18° to 28°. Venus was at its most recent
greatest elongation March 22 when it was 47°
west of the sun in the morning sky. 

Now Playing
In Las Vegas

In Reno

Back to the Moon for
Good
Wonders of the Universe
Zula Patrol: Down to
Earth

All Shows
TM

Seasonal Stargazing

in SciDome

Call for Titles
or visit

http://planetarium.unr.edu/

all in Digistar 5TM
The CSN Planetarium and The Fleischmann Planetarium are units of the
Nevada System of Higher Education.
CSN President: Dr. Michael Richards
UNR President: Dr. Marc Johnson
NSHE Chancellor: Daniel Klaich
NSHE Board of Regents: Kevin Page - Chair, Rick Trachok - Vice Chair, Dr.
Andrea Anderson, Robert Blakely, Cedric Crear, Dr. Mark Doubrava, Dr. Jason
Geddes, Ronald Knecht, James Dean Leavitt, Kevin Melcher, Dr. Jack Lund
Schofield, Allison Stephens, Michael Wixom.

Contact us at:
The Planetarium - S1A

Fleischmann Planetarium

College of Southern Nevada
3200 E. Cheyenne Avenue
North Las Vegas, NV 89030-4228

University of Nevada
1664 N. Virginia Street
Reno, NV 89557-0010

http://www.csn.edu/planetarium/

Address corrections:
pam.maher@csn.edu

http://planetarium.unr.edu/

Address corrections:
joanne@unr.edu

